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As a public programme event to accompany Christopher Ulutupu’s
exhibition, The Romantic Picturesque: The Postcard Trilogy, The Physics
Room presented Love in Vain – a night showcasing a selection of readings by
poets, artists, musicians, academics and writers and lovers interested in
heartbreak.
The title of the event is taken from the song quoted at the beginning of each
part of Lelia (2018) – All Cried Out, written by Lisa Lisa and Cult Jam in 1985
and made more famous after being covered by R&B band Allure i n 1997.
Thank you to Christopher Ulutupu and to all of our contributors for their time,
passion and energy.

All works remain copyright of their respective authors and may
not be replicated without permission in whole or part.
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THE ROMANTIC PICTURESQUE:
THE POSTCARD TRILOGY

CHRISTOPHER ULUTUPU
1 – 25 November 2018

Christopher Ulutupu, still from Lelia 2018

The Romantic Picturesque: The Postcard Trilogy comprised of three video
works— Into The Arms Of My Coloniser (2016), Do You Still Need
Me? (2017), and Lelia (2018)—by Christopher Ulutupu.
Ulutupu’s video / performance art practice explores landscape, photography,
and the construction of colonial narratives. Responding to early 1900s
landscape photography and ‘postcard’ tourism, Ulutupu’s earlier work
looked at exoticised depictions of Pacific people disseminated throughout
the western world. His practice seeks to re-contextualise these stereotypes
and re-imagine them through video and performance, offering new ways of
exploring the effects of colonisation and diaspora.
The trilogy contains a collision of ideas and references elements of traditional
and modern indigeneity to create a performance both critical and humorous.
The three works approach the conversation around hybridity in a way that
looks forward and asks, ‘Who do I want to be?’ rather than fixating on ‘Who
am I?’ Viewed together the works can be seen to address different stages of
development in what can only be termed a love affair between Coloniser and
Indigenous person(s).
In his new work Lelia, Ulutupu continues to stage performances within
‘picturesque’ landscapes, this time in a Cantabrian alpine resort scenario.
The work mingles excess with the everyday with Ulutupu casting friends and
family members as core characters and takes stylistic inspiration from an

ELLE Magazine article about a notorious photoshoot that appeared in the
1977 winter issue of Vogue. The Romantic Picturesque: The Postcard
Trilogy is presented in partnership with SCAPE Public Art.
-Christopher Ulutupu is an artist of Samoan/Niuean/German descent
currently residing in Wellington. He recently completed his MFA at Massey
University, Wellington and has a Bachelor of Performance Design (Hons) from
Massey University and Toi Whakaari: New Zealand Drama School. Ulutupu
has a background in art direction and set design. Ulutupu mounted a solo
exhibition at play_station, Wellington in 2018 and participated in the
inaugural Hobart Biennale in 2017.

Christopher Ulutupu, still from Into the arms of my colonizer 2016
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Radical transgender self love – Jennifer Katherine Shields
radical self love as a trans woman is like trying to establish a caring and respectful
relationship with an ex lover
you were once close, but you were teenagers, so you didnt actually know each
other that well, really
and now it's been 15 years and you don't recognise them at all but at the same time
there are little things about them that still sing to you
other days it's like maintaining a respectful distance with the parent of your children
lets treat each other right for the benefit of the kids
but god, please, i just don't wanna deal with you right now, okay?
but some days, radical self love is like falling head over heels with someone who is
brand new and exciting but who also has been with you all along; a steady friend in
the background who suddenly you are seeing in a new, bright, wonderful light and
your heart just fills up with love for yourself
trying to balance "my body is beautiful, my body is good, my body is kind" with the
gentler, softer now but still ever-present "that's not what i look like, right?" is a
tightrope of guilt and conflict
the kind of self-guilt that comes from feeling guilty about feeling guilty
"i'm not doing this right"
but on the good days, radical self love as a trans woman is staring at myself and
thinking "oh, yeah, fuck, i look great" (sometimes it's even just "yeah, okay, cool")
it's combatting dysphoria and dysmorphia and disassociation by putting my foot
down
it's reconnecting myself with what my face actually looks like
it's being present in my body instead of slipping away
it's like drawing a tarot card with a thrill of electricity as i lay it down in front of
you/me

Dirtbag Sappho – Daniel Mallory Ortberg
Hymn to Aphrodite
Look, Aphrodite, man. Look. You know who your father is,
and you’ve got hobbies, which puts you two up on me.
Yes? Yes. So going out of your way
to break my spirit with adversity,
given our respective circumstances,
seems heavy-handed for a goddess known for subtlety.
Come on, man. Just: Come on.
Leave your father’s gorgeous house,
take your father’s stylish car (if ever before
you took a single one of my calls without
screening it, take this one, please)
come down in wings and darkness
and get here in time. Smile,
if you can find the energy,
or the time to wipe one over your deathless mouth.
(It’s one thing to tell a god to smile but where I can’t command I will ask:
with all that you’ve got to smile about, why refuse?)
But go ahead and ask me: What’s
the matter now, Sappho, why
this round of calls, what’s the new
pain lodged in my ghoulish heart,
fine, fine, “What’s her name this time, girl-chick,
whose kiosk in the mall did you hang around too long

after her shift got over, before her ride got there?
I’ll have her car
idling in your driveway
before she has time to pray to other gods.”
A dick move, if you ask me,
bragging like that.
Look, just get here, okay? Because (1) I gave you
my only set of spare keys years ago, (2) You know
I’d do the same for you if you needed anything,
so just fulfill what needs fulfilling and don’t
drag out my emptiness
(3)
just be a fucking friend, like you said
you’d be. Okay?

Nevada - Imogen Binnie – an excerpt
Okay, she says. Sure. I’m twenty-nine. I grew up in a shitty little cow town in
Pennsylvania, moved to New York City after college, transitioned six years ago, and
work in a bookstore. Well. I guess I used to work in a bookstore. I don’t know. Like a
month ago I figured out that I was really unhappy with my life so I borrowed-stole
my girlfriend’s car and, like, I guess I just pointed it west. James thinks, like, yeah
and you’re a heroin addict? And like, you were inevitably unhappy with your life
because you’re trans, right? Meaning, transition doesn’t work. But what he says is,
It took you a month to drive a couple thousand miles? She smirks at him and
pushes her hair back again. I dunno, she says. I guess so. I did a lot of hanging out
in parking lots and stuff. James goes, Like, on heroin? She laughs kind of too loud.
Nah, she says, That whole thing is fuckin stupid. When I was like sixteen, I had a
friend who was really into heroin, right? Used to buy hundreds of dollars worth at a
time, right, and just do it recreationally. Shootin heroin on a Friday night. Or a
Tuesday night, didn’t matter. It was, like, dumb teenage shit. Check out how tough
we are. I latched onto him. When he’d go to Philadelphia and buy four hundred
dollars worth, I’d give him a twenty and have him bring me back a couple dimebags.
Whatever. No big deal. She stops talking for a second and then nods, like she’s
figuring out how much of this story to tell him, and she’s decided: all of it. So yeah
check this out, she says. I sort of just broke up with my girlfriend. We had been
together for a bunch of years and developed this routine where we had an
apartment and cats and stuff and our bills were under control, she had a grownup
job that was turning her into a grownup kind of, and I realized. Like. I guess I just
figured out that I wasn’t happy, right? I was blaming her for stuff and getting pissed
that she was turning into a grownup or whatever but mostly I was just so checked
out that I didn’t even understand if I was mad or sad or confused or what, you
know? James is like, I do know. So some dumb stuff happened, Maria says, and
then we broke up and I was like, well shit, the problem is that I’ve been trying to be
responsible, and accountable to everyone else, and to make sure that nobody was
freaked out by me or my feelings or desires or whatever. I was like, the solution is to
become as irresponsible as I can. Obviously, that turned out to be a totally stupid
theory though. Here’s the thing James H.: while I was driving across the country,
right, and hanging out in like small town parks and route 80 off-ramps and drinking
truckstop coffee refills in the middle of the night—what I realized was, that was not a
pattern that started in my relationship with Steph. This was a pattern that went back
my whole fucking life. I was totally checked out in high school, to the point that it
seemed like a good idea to try a little heroin now and then. I barely made facial
expressions in grade school. I learned to fake it well enough that people didn’t
mistake me for an autistic kid; actually, it’s fucking wild if you think about it, how
well being totally checked out emotionally can look like normal American
masculinity. So looking back I was like, holy shit, I don’t remember much about
being a little kid, but I must’ve checked out of my life: meaning, like, started the
pattern that me and Steph broke up over. When I was a little kid, when I started to

develop a personality and a gender and to express that personality and gender, a
tiny little dirtbag punker who didn’t know anything about being trans or saying I
want to be a girl. Or: I am a girl. Who only knew that she wanted to be in Poison, to
dress and act like the rock stars who were boys but who got to wear all the makeup
and outfits. Everybody everywhere started socializing that stuff out of me. I was an
observant kid, you know, I looked around and I was like, well shit, I’d better listen to
these messages I’m getting from TV and from the grownups around me, instead of
whatever the fuck my obviously incorrect brain is telling me. You know? Being
completely checked out, that shit started when I was a tiny little kid. I started really
hating myself when I figured this out, like, in a way that I’d never even felt before.
Like my fuckin’ astral hate chakra had been revitalized. I was like, whoa, I have a
lifetime’s worth of unprocessed shut-down emotions to work through, so it’s a good
thing I’m by myself out here. I thought about it and wrote about it and stuff and
eventually, when I was like, cool, I have all this heroin, it’d probably be easier to
overdose and die than it would be to work through, what, twenty-five years of selfinvalidating habit? So I called my friend Piranha, who’s always been way levelerheaded than me, and she was like, Hey stupid, did you ever stop to think that that
pattern, that coping mechanism, was actually a brilliant strategy to keep yourself
alive? She was like, listen up dummy, when you are a little kid and it is the mideighties, saying ‘I need to be a girl’ is not the sort of thing that tends to be met with
love and appreciation. It is the sort of thing that tends to get met with, Well you are
a boy and We’d better butch him up and Welp we had ourselves a little freak baby,
that sucks, and Shut the fuck up, junior. Piranha was like, Maria you dolt, the
smartest thing you could have done in that no-win situation was to be like, Okay, I’ll
play your game until I’m old enough to run away from it and figure out my own
stupid game. She was like, Which you did, right? You moved to New York. You
transitioned. You fuckin solved it. The problem wasn’t the coping mechanism, the
problem is that the coping mechanism become a pattern of behavior, and it is really
hard to just up and end a behavior pattern. I was like, Piranha, man, why the fuck
aren’t you fuckin rich, you are a genius, I said this kind of through tears, and she
was like, Uh, Maria, I’m not rich because I’m trans and because I’m a woman. I was
like, Oh yeah.
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Story of Love and grief | Rumi

Rumi was born on the Eastern shores of the then Persian Empire on September 30,
1207. Rumi's life story is full of intrigue and high drama mixed with intense creative
outbursts. Rumi was a charming, wealthy nobleman, a genius theologian, law
professor and a brilliant but sober scholar, who in his late thirties met a wandering and
wild holy man by the name of Shams. In Rumi's own words, after meeting Shams he
was transformed from a bookish, sober scholar to an impassioned seeker of universal
truth and love. Rumi and Shams stayed together for a short time, about 2 years in
total, but the impact of their meeting left an everlasting impression on Rumi and his
work. After Shams was extinguished by Rumi's youngest son (an honor killing), due to
events that are explained further down on this page, Rumi fell into a deep state of
grief and gradually out of that pain outpoured nearly 70,000 verses of poetry To
comprehend the often misunderstood and misquoted connection between Rumi and
Shams we begin by reviewing the personalities of these two historical figures. Rumi,
born into wealth, power and world of politics, was a member of high society. Shams,
by the time he met Rumi was in his 60s. By then he was known mainly as a blunt,
antisocial and powerful spiritual wanderer. His nickname was the Bird. The Bird,
because he couldn't stay in one place for too long, also he was known to be in two
distant cities around the same time, as if he could fly or transport his essence at will.
This wanderer is known to have been seeking a "grandmaster student"--a student who
would be greater than many masters at the time. He chose Rumi as his
"master-student." Apparently he initially notices Rumi when he was 21, but judging the
time inappropriate and the student not ready he waits 16 or so years to approach
Rumi again.

They meet again when Rumi was in his late 30s and Shams in his early 60s. The initial
spark of their connection inspires Rumi to take Shams into his home. Shams from then
on becomes the new friend, the latest companion. It is important to understand the
dynamic of this situation. Here are two totally opposing figures from extreme ends of
social class structure of the time (bookends really) coming together in a highly
structured society. There was no room for Shams in Rumi's social circle. Rumi was
number one citizen of that region; he was even above the emir (the ruler), since the
emir was one of his students. Yet Rumi managed to use all his wit to keep Shams
around as long as possible even by offering him an extremely hard to ignore gift. After
receiving repeated threats Shams decides to leave town. So, the first association

between Rumi and Shams ends at this point.Soon after, Rumi falls into a deep state of
grief. Rumi puts out reward notices for any news of Shams. Not long after, news
arrives that Shams has been spotted in Damascus (in today's Syria). Rumi immediately
orders a caravan of gifts on horseback and sends his eldest son to locate Shams and
beg him to come back.

This time, Rumi decides to legitimize Shams' presence in his home.Rumi marries his
very young step daughter Kimia (alchemy) to Shams. The situation in the household
quiets down during this time, after all Shams was now a relative. A short few months
later, due to illness caused most probably by grief and depression (some reports
suggest domestic violence) Kimia dies and with that comes the end of Shams and
Rumi's companionship. One hypothesis suggests that Shams leaves Rumi, in dead of
night, and becomes the wandering, wild bird that he was.
While Rumi was waiting for any news of Shams he vehemently refused to accept that
he was dead. He wrote about this experience in this quatrain from Divan-e
Shams,Who says that the immortal one has died?
Who says that the "sun" of hope has died? Look, it is the
enemy of the "sun" who has come to the rooftops,
Closing both eyes shut, crying out, "O, the 'sun' has died." (The word
shams means the sun and Rumi routinely plays on this word association throughout
his work on the first collection, Divan-e Shams.) Rumi_I I have been tricked by flying
too close to what I thought I loved. Now the candle flame is out, the wine spilled, and
the lovers have withdrawn somewhere beyond my squinting. The amount I thought I'd
won, I've lost. My prayers becomes bitter and all about blindness. How wonderful it
was to be for a while with those who surrender. Others only turn their faces on way,
then another, like pigeon in flight. I have known pigeons who fly in a nowhere, and
birds that eat grainlessness, and tailor who sew beautiful clothes by tearing them to
pieces.

Rumi _ II THROUGH LOVE all that is bitter will
sweet Through Love all that is copper will be gold.
Through Love all dregs will turn to purest wine
Through Love all pain will turn to medicine. Through
Love the dead will all become alive. Through Love

the king will turn into a slave!
—
ONCE a beloved asked her lover: "Friend, You
have seen many places in the world! Now - which
of all these cities was the best? He said: "The city
where my sweetheart lives!"
—
FROM MYSELF I am copper,
through You, friend, I am gold.
From myself I'm a stone, but
through You I am a gem!
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Team Jennifer
Just mirror it back to me
Mirror it back to me
Or mirror me back to me
Good god give me something
Anything to work with
And daylight breaks, I know
You think. Oh, I couldn't possibly
I know, you do the impossible every day
Every day since you realised daylight does not belong to anyone in particular
But midnight does
I am midnight at your most alone
And your 1am, 2am, 3am, 4am
Could be your daybreak breakdown
I am darling, don’t think for one second that I won’t
And the room starts to spin, and I think JFK me[i]. Honestly, I’d rather
And my condition is I see so clearly,
I see too clearly, so full of intentional action
And you are the angle I see from,
The horizon line of my eye is in your hips as I bend you over
And “I don’t get heartbreak because I don’t get heartbroken” [ii]
The new convenience of abandonment
Who are you in debt to Daddy
React to me
Marina’s performances allow her to pre-empt the disaster that experience has taught her to
expect[iii]
Now I'm bleeding on the people, I forgot that I’ve still got an open gash[iv]
And practically
There are only so many jokes to be made before heartbreak sets you a new reality
You have one second to decide
I can only hope you catch the kind like rapture, not Rigor mortis
The worst part is it doesn’t even end you
Heartbreak requires a Horror Whatever mentality
At your expense
I keep trying to paint a pane
A stained-glass window between you and new reality
Why reserve rose tinted for pleasure
It’s a very expensive thing to do

I consider myself limitless
Living in a superimposed state of being
Relentless
Full of the kind of things you like
And I want to win prizes
The kind no one can recognise directly because I’m always sitting sideways ready to turn
away
And how fucking dare you
Your audacity proves nothing other than your incapacity to care for yourself
And believing you have no one is a very particular sensitivity isn’t it
Brad and Angelina starring in a film together as a married couple who want to kill each other
Jane Smith asking John Smith “Still Alive, Baby?” after firing three shots at him
Brangelina is dead
And there were never any TEAM BRAD t-shirts
And gloves off claws out
Brad is a Sagittarius, Angelina is a Gemini and Jennifer is an Aquarius. So that whole thing
makes complete sense, an earth sign wouldn’t be caught dead anywhere near that
explosion
And Madonna is a Leo and Britney is a Sagittarius and onstage at the 2003 Video Music
Awards they pashed while Christina (a Sagittarius) watched. So that whole thing makes
complete sense, an earth sign wouldn’t be caught dead anywhere near that explosion

And no mercy
Cars drive by a bloodstream
And I’m too busy to be concerned
Pretending to be Morticia Addams just for fun

[i] Tinashe (2018). No Drama, Joyride Album. [Youtube]
https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=vAh7jTAkCKc. RCA Records
President John F. Kennedy - assassinated as he rode in a motorcade through Dealey Plaza in
downtown Dallas, Texas. November 22, 1963.
[ii] Extracted quote 13.11.18 with Priscilla Howe [Facetime]
[iii] Fischer, J (2018). Psychoanalyst meets Marina Abramović. SCHEIDEGGER AND SPIESS
[iv] Smith, J (2017). Fallen, SYRE Album. [YouTube]
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Fof9lHaApXc. MSFTS Music and Roc Nation
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Aristophanes’ Speech on Erõs in Plato’s Symposium 189c-193d
(Adapted from Plato. Plato in Twelve Volumes, Vol. 9 translated by Harold N. Fowler. Cambridge, MA, Harvard
University Press; London, William Heinemann Ltd. 1925)

… our original nature was by no means the same as it is now. In the first place, there were three kinds of
human beings, [189e] not merely the two sexes, male and female … : there was a third kind as well,
which had equal shares of the other two, and whose name survives …. ‘androgynous’ was … composed
of both sexes and sharing equally in male and female …. Secondly, the form of each person was round
all over, with back and sides encompassing it every way; each had four arms, and legs to match these,
and two faces perfectly alike [190a] on a cylindrical neck. There was one head to the two faces, which
looked opposite ways; there were four ears, two sets of genitals, and all the other parts, as may be
imagined, in proportion. The creature walked upright as now, in either direction as it pleased and
whenever it started running fast, it went like our acrobats, whirling over and over with legs stuck out
straight; only then they had eight limbs to support and speed them [190b] swiftly round and round. The
number and features of these three sexes were owing to the fact that the male was originally the
offspring of the sun, and the female of the earth; while that which partook of both sexes was born of the
moon, for the moon also partakes of both. They were globular in their shape as in their progress, since
they took after their parents. Now, they were of surprising strength and vigor, and so lofty in their notions
that they even conspired against the gods … to assault the gods in fight they tried to mount high heaven.
“Then Zeus and the other gods debated what they should do, and were perplexed: for they felt they could
not slay them like the Giants … it would mean an end to the honors and observances they had from
people; nor yet could they endure such sinful rioting. Then Zeus, putting all his wits together, spoke at
length and said: ‘I think I can contrive that humans, without ceasing to exist, shall give over their iniquity
through a lessening of their strength. [190d] I propose now to slice every one of them in two, so that while
making them weaker we shall find them more useful by reason of their multiplication; and they shall walk
erect upon two legs. If they continue turbulent and do not choose to keep quiet, I will do it again,’ said he;
… So saying, he sliced each human being in two, just as they slice sorb-apples to make a dry preserve,
or eggs with hairs; [190e] and at the cleaving of each he bade Apollo turn its face and half-neck to the
wound, in order that every one might be made more orderly by the sight of the knife's work upon them;
this done, the god was to heal them up. Then Apollo turned their faces about, and pulled their skin
together from the edges over what is now called the belly, just like purses which you draw close with a
string; the little opening he tied up in the middle of the belly, so making what we know as the navel. …
[191a] … to remind us of our early fall.
Now when our first form had been cut in two, each half in longing for the other would come to it again;
and then would they fling their arms about each other and in mutual embraces [191b] yearn to be grafted
together, till they began to perish of hunger and general indolence, through refusing to do anything apart.
And whenever one half died and the other was left alone, it went searching for and embracing another;
whether it might happen on that half of the whole woman (which now we call a woman), or the half of the
whole man. In this plight they were perishing away, when Zeus pitied them and provided a remedy. He
moved their genitals to the front—for until then they had these … on the outside, and did their begetting
and bringing forth not on each other but on the earth, like the crickets. These parts he now shifted to the
front, [191c] to be used for propagating on each other—in the female member by means of the male; so
that if in their embraces a man should meet with a woman there might be conception and continuation of
their kind; and also, if male met with male they might have satisfaction of their union and a relief, and so
might turn their hands to their labors and their interest to ordinary life. Thus anciently is mutual love
ingrained [191d] in humankind, reassembling our early estate and endeavoring to combine two in one
and to heal the human sore.
“Each of us, then, is but a part of a human, since every one shows like a flat-fish the traces of having
been sliced in two; and each is ever searching for the half that will fit them. All the men who are sections

of that composite sex that at first was called androgynous are woman-lovers, [191e] … from this source
likewise are our man-loving women … . All the women who are sections of the woman have no great
fancy for men: they are inclined rather to women, and of this stock are the lesbians. Men who are
sections of the male pursue the masculine, and so long as their boyhood lasts they show themselves to
be slices of the male by making friends with men and delighting [192a] to lie with them and to be clasped
in men's embraces …. they have no natural interest in marrying wives and getting children …; they are
quite contented to live together unwedded all their days. …
Well, when one of them—whether he be a male-lover or a lover of any other sort— [192c] happens on
their own particular half, the most wonderful thing happens: the two of them are struck out of their senses
with love and intimacy and desire, and are unwilling to leave each other's side even for a single moment.
These are they who continue together throughout life, though they could not even say what it is they want
from one another. No one could imagine that it is just the intimacy of sex, or that this alone could be the
reason why each rejoices in the other's company with such great intensity: obviously the soul of each is
wanting something else that it cannot express, [192d], but like an oracle it hints at what it wants and
makes it an engima. …
“The cause of all this is that our original form was as I have described, and we were whole; and the
passion for and pursuit [193a] of that wholeness is called Love/Desire/Erõs. Formerly, as I have said, we
were one … Erõs is the god who brings this about; he fully deserves our hymns. For not only in the
present does he bestow the greatest benefit of bringing us to our very own, but he also supplies this
grandest hope for the future, that if we will supply the gods with reverent duty he will restore us to our
ancient life and heal and make us blessed and happy…”

Sappho, fragment 16.1-20
(tr. Patrick O’Sullivan)
Some would say a host of horsemen, others of infantry, and others of ships,
is the most beautiful thing on the black earth;
but I would say it is only
the one you love.
It is fully easy to make this understood
to everyone; for she that far surpassed all mortals
in beauty, Helen,
her most [noble husband]
deserted and went sailing to Troy,
remembering her daughter and dear parents
not at all; but the [Cyprian goddess] led her from the path...
…
…
… lightly…
... [Which] now has put me in mind of Anactoria,
who is not here with me.
Her lovely way of walking, and the bright radiance of her changing face,
would I rather see
than the chariots of the Lydians and their warriors
… fully-armed.
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James K Baxter
– from Jerusalem
Daybook 1972

Empty Bellies
The Ikons
Night Clouds

Isla Martin

Hinewai
2016

HIRUHARAMA - PHYSICS ROOM
Rather than Heartbreak as a static place, post-union, I have come to befriend the sting that has forever
seemed to frequent the same haunts as i do. The resolution of mania, the hesitation, the rise - whether it
comes with substance or as an uninhabited lowland; is heartbreak. I perceive that we who are innately
tethered to all spirit and all world, adapt to the succession of hurt that comes with being human.
Heartbreak for breakfast, heartbreak on the agenda, healing is fashionably late.
For my first reading, I see this rhythm of heartbreak through colonisation’s window. In performance, I
often speak about another of my intrinsic connections - this one, to the Whanganui River. Through my
Ngāti Uenuku lineage, it was only expected that I might find the gem of old James K Baxter soon enough
- and soon enough i did, and everything made sense.
In the words of John Newton, the author of an account about the community of Hiruharama, Jerusalem “When Māori and Pākehā do these things together, the double rainbow begins to shine. In 1969, New
Zealand’s best known poet moved to Jerusalem on the Whanganui River to establish a community under
mana of local hapū Ngāti Hau. The Jerusalem commune proved a magnet for disaffected and damaged
young people. It quickly became the country’s most famous hippie community, as well as a media byword
for the idealism and excess of emerging youth culture.
But what was life really like at Jerusalem, beyond the popular stereotypes? And what did it mean, for
Ngāti Hau, to be overrun with long haired strangers and the media attention that followed them?
This story is unique. Nowhere else has a Pākehā community been built so explicitly or Māori terms, or
submitted so comprehensively to the authority and generosity of a Māori one. What happened at
Jerusalem has no parallel, the partnership that evolved embodies the fundamental spirit of biculturalism,
the fundamental spirit of an Aotearoa yet to become.”
I resonate with the heartbreak of our colonial history, but even more fervently, with the way that this
heartbreak is felt like a tide that is not certain, a tide that can’t be predicted, the tide perhaps - of the
Whanganui.
I will read three selected poems from Baxter’s ‘Jerusalem Daybook’, that symbolize to me the nature of
living with heartbreak; trying to dislodge it from yourself but being surrounded with the peace of the land,
and of the people.

_____________________________________________________________________________________

- Empty Bellies [pg 20]
We have no kai except for black coffee,
The sacks and the mud look pretty much the same
On the track to the wharepuni – Up there, though,
Gregg is fixing his motorbike on the front verandah
And in the middle room they sit in chairs
Discussing this or that – ‘Is it exile? Is it a place
Where the love of Te Whaea can join our hearts together?
I don’t know. The winter sun is lying
Low on the hills. Dildo tells us that the new bridge,
A bride in white concrete, has begun to tilt
As the taniwha throws his weight against the piles,
And no road gang will ever get it level, –
The thought pleases me. If we have no kai,
Potatoes, flour, onions, milk powder, soya beans
Will come on the transport tomorrow. The bills can’t be paid
Unless God decides to rain down dollar notes,
And that is precisely why my heart feels clean
As a fish in running water – Poverty, man,
Is a word that skins the lips, the Prior of Taize said,
But when the gut is empty and the house is crowded
With forty visitors, then Te Whaea throws her coat
Over the lot of us, and nobody goes hungry.

- The Ikons [pg 23]
Hard, heavy, slow, dark,
Or so I find them, the hands of Te Whaea
Teaching me to die. Some lightness will come later
When the heart has lost its unjust hope
For special treatment. Today I go with a bucket
Over the paddocks of young grass,
So delicate like fronds of maidenhair,
Looking for mushrooms. I find twelve of them,
Most of them little, and some eaten by maggots,
But they’ll do to add to the soup. It’s a long time now
Since the great ikons fell down, God, Mary, home, sex, poetry,
Whatever one uses as a bridge
To cross the river that only has one beach,
And even one’s name is a way of saying –
‘The gap inside a coat’ – the darkness I call God,
The darkness I call Te Whaea, how can they translate
The blue calm evening sky that a plane tunnels through
Like a little wasp, or the bucket in my hand,
Into something else? I go on looking
For mushrooms in the field, and the fist of longing
Punches my heart, until it is too dark to see.

- Night Clouds [pg 46]
The light-filled wombs of cloud in the night sky
Signify for me the peace of Te Whaea;
The stars look between them and beyond them,
And when I die I will come to that place,
But now I go up the hill, uncertain
Whether the ones I love, love me or not –
My bare feet slide on the cold mud track,
And I think, ‘Perhaps they don’t need a father,
‘My right place is out here where the stars and the freezing grass
Teach me so plainly that man is less than a shadow –
‘To interrupt them at their music is the folly of an elder
Who has not perceived the young are occupied quite well
‘Without his intervention’ – I go in like a ghost,
Exchange a couple of words while the guitar strums out –
‘The times they are a-changin’ – then go to my sleeping bag
Where this old kumara has to rot slowly –
Night, cold and memory,
Are his instructors, teaching him how to let go of life,
Accepting the dark unknowable breast
Of Te Whaea, the One who bears us and bears with us.

___________________________________________________________________________________
Also representing heartbreak, my own poem:

HINEWAI
i have been admitted
more times than he’ll ever admit
it wasn’t peaceful
i tell myself he, will be mummified
next to the first cat in space, felicette
and these rabid geese i bring instead
it’s just electric.
in the basin, three swans
land on the moon.
and i coil seven snakes around him
in the name of matariki
he says there’s twenty different gaza’s
to us. each is hot. one is sexy.
hinewai says the only place you’re maori is in your liver
once again, i coughed up underwater and chunks of peace came out
it’s like the skies are so well groomed for fallin’ they are
singin’ alleluia so pure, i swear i’ve seen something
explode in the Pacific, perhaps in this room.
hinewai would fan herself dry with a whole pork.
so here is a sacrificial poem for ratbags.
here is my brother. here are the
“three taken from our hospital already,”
here are the creeps, the lionhearts and
losers who made me, Here
is a voyage, here the Very

Important
Polynesians
& here,
hinewai says this is how
you will let your hair down like a suckerpunch
like her plea bargain
like her stillbirth
that still lived.
hinewai says she never met a maori
with an eating disorder. i fire back. god is a one night stand.
but it is outrageous how fierce
you’ve become. still,
here is my Tipuna’s curl.
here is it clotting your drain. Here is still smoke
free. here is cape reinga. here is death, the elevator
and hinewai says, ‘if we are still friends
ten stories up.
what happens
then.
do we jump?’
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Gaza Poem

Tusiata Avia
- from Wild Dogs Under My Skirt
2004

Alofa

Alofa – by Tusiata Avia

Alofa go for da walk...walking walking Alofa find alofa everywhere in da
bush in da tree under da bush under da tree in da dark alofa...plenty alofa in
da dark.
Alofa go to church...Alofa singing to Jesus Alofa praying to Jesus...Jesus
bring me plenty alofa plenty money too Jesus make me win da bingo den I
make da big donation show my alofa to all da peoples in da church an show my
alofa to da faifeau too an everybodys say Alofa is da good kirl – she got so
much alofa.
Jesus love Alofa so Alofa win da bingo.
Alofa go to Apia...eating icecream eating pagikeke eating keke pua`a...alofa
on her fingers alofa on her shining lips Alofa smiling to all da peoples
Alofa smiling to all da boys especially all da mens especially.
And when da night is coming Alofa smell like da frangipani like da moso’oi
like da Impulse perfume come from Niu Sila and so many boys so many mens
Love Alofa
Love Alofa Love Alofa.
Alofa dancing in da Tropicana nightclub...all the fa’afafine watching to Alofa
Tisha, Sindy, Leilani, Tia, Lamay, Devinia – all da fa’afafine making like da
real kirls making da jealous (no alofa no alofa only jealous) Alofa don’t even
care alofa don’t even look Alofa twirling on da dance floor showing her alofa
to da Palagi mans showing her alofa to da Samoan mans.
Alofa making alofa in da Seaside Inn with da Palagi man name Bruce...Alofa
singing and singing in da Seaside Inn in da dark Alofa singing...Alofa ia te oe
Bruce. Alofa is te oe.
Alofa on da bus – Pacific Destiny Buss – da bus to Alofa’s village in da kuā-back
...Jesus hanging in da bus hanging from da mirror in da bus watching Alofa
all da way to home...Fea lou alofa Alofa? Fea lou alofa?
Da father of Alofa send her to da faifeau (who is also da uncle of Alofa)...da
faifeau make her da black eye and da big lip an da fula on her maka in front all
da peoples...Alofa you make us shame. Alofa you make us want to throw
you to da shark. Alofa you da pig-kirl. Alofa you da pa’umuku kirl.
Long time an Alofa get up early Alofa go for da walk...Alofa walking far far
to da bush and lie down under da tree...Alofa is crying an crying Alofa is
screaming an screaming Alofa is holding an holding her stomach an da blood is
coming an coming...an when it’s finish – Alofa call it Alofa too.

from Wild Dogs Under My Skirt (Wellington: VUP)
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Father Figure

Father Figure
By Laura Borrowdale
You remember your father’s fingers curling around the head of your new born baby.
They are long, the nails rectangular and pared, clean pink and white, like the baby.
Her head fills one of his hands and he uses the other to cradle her body neatly to
him. He has his hands full, which is why, when the tears start to leak out of his eyes,
he has to turn away, towards the window in the corner of the hospital room. He
cries slowly into the light. You lie on the bed and watch them rocking from side to
side in silhouette. And you drift to sleep as your father stands crying with your baby.
You don’t remember him passing the baby back. You don’t remember him going,
but you think that there has always been this feeling of leaving, and you wish that
there wasn’t.
*
You ask your therapist what is wrong with you. She doesn’t answer of course, but
tells you that you it is good to ask questions. You aren’t interested in questions
though, you’d really prefer some answers, but it’s like no one has any of those.
You think about your new lover. He isn’t like your father in any way you can see. His
voice turns you on. It’s like Tony Soprano on the other end of the phone, and you’re
Jennifer Melfi, or you’re Carmella, or you’re Adrianna. When you close your eyes,
you can feel the sensation of your cheek pressed into his chest, into the crease
where, when he lies on his side, one pectoral muscle hangs horizontally above the
other. You would like to put your head there every night.
You want to offer your therapist a trigger warning, although you realise how silly that
is, given her job. You’re already questioning the way you are trying to moderate the
story you tell her. It’s an urge that should probably be challenged. But she doesn’t
say that. Maybe because you don’t tell her that you know you are doing it.
Instead, you tell her how soft his hands are, as though the skin has been buffed
clean of all lines and whorls. When you think hard, you remember how they feel
when he slips his fingers up into your hair, pulling until you gasp. You are unsure if
you are gasping for him, or for yourself. You try to explain to your therapist how
relationships feel performative to you. You wonder if your urge to tell her a story

means that you are as performative a patient as you are a lover. Your therapist just
waits for you to get to the point.
So instead, you tell her that the roundness of his head surprises you, the perfect
scalp, pink like your baby’s, deep in the crook of your father’s arm, dark blue
around the edges where the hairs slide under the skin. It is the emptiest part of his
whole body.
You tell your therapist that you don’t know why you are saying all of this, that the
small physical details of this man are not what you came here to discuss. Shouldn’t
you really be talking about the break up you’ve just had? Or the one before that? Or,
if you really wanted to get into it, maybe your father and the way he left you holding
the baby?
*
You’re here because there was a moment when you were thinking of one lover while
the one before contorted and twisted into something demonic on the sidewalk in
front of your house. You’d thought this wouldn’t be possible for you. And yet, here
you are.
You describe this to your therapist as though you saw it from a distance, as though
you weren’t there, as though you weren’t the woman, her arms folded, her body soft
in supplication, agreeing with the raging bull of a man who launched himself over
the concrete, stopping just short of her. That woman clutched her sweatshirt to her
chest. She said ’I know,’ softly, to his allegations. She was aware of her
transgressions, but admitting it was like blowing on a fire and his foot collided with
her car, the panel crumpling where he slammed into it. That woman flinched and he
turned towards her. She saw him as he always has been, but his face was a
stranger’s. She would have cried if she could, but she was frozen.
‘You fucking whore,’ her old lover screams. ‘I know,’ she says.
*
When you tell your therapist, you try to give her the facts as objectively as possible.
You talk about yourself in third person, as though maybe that’s better than first.
She nods. She is patient. She doesn’t state the obvious. She lets silence grow
between you, and you sit, with your heart breaking. Because you are still just you.
And there still aren’t any answers.
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The unbearable weight of staying - Warsan Shye
I don’t know when love became elusive
what I know
Is that no one I know has it
My father’s arms around my mother’s neck
Fruit too ripe to eat
A door halfway open
when your name is just a hand
I can never hold
everything I have ever believed in
Becomes
Magic
I think of lovers as trees
Growing to and from one another
Searching for the same light
My mother’s laughter in a dark room
A photograph greying under my touch
This is all I know how to do
Carry loss around until I begin to resemble every bad memory
every terrible fear
every nightmare anyone has ever had
I ask
did you ever love me
you say
of course of course
so quickly
but you sound like someone else
I ask you
Are you made of steel?
Are you made of
iron?
You cry on the phone
My stomach hurts
I let you leave
I need someone who knows how to stay

Ken Arkind
2010
We never fucked proper
The stains on the sheets were like blood on the pavement
I gripped your hips like a steering wheel before the collision
You bit my collarbone like a curb stomp
Carved runways into my back ts that the crows knew where to land
and when we finished
we collapsed like twin towers
me clutching the black box recording of your breathing
to the gnarled wreckage of my chest
we were careless vandals
who defaced each other with the lights on
now you will make love to him in the dark
so that he will never see the graffiti that I left behind
and as my train left Chicago
reluctantly as the way I pull out of you
I imagine him untying the back of the shirt that I bought
As though he were unwrapping a gift
that had already belonged to him
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